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Abstract— Forests play a crucial role in our ecosystems,
functioning as carbon sinks, climate stabilizers, biodiversity
hubs, and sources of wood. By the very nature of their
scale, monitoring and maintaining forests is a challenging task.
Robotics in forestry can have the potential for substantial au-
tomation toward efficient and sustainable foresting practices. In
this paper, we address the problem of automatically producing
a forest inventory by exploiting LiDAR data collected by a
mobile platform. To construct an inventory, we first extract tree
instances from point clouds. Then, we process each instance to
extract forestry inventory information. Our approach provides
the per-tree geometric trait of “diameter at breast height”
together with the individual tree locations in a plot. We validate
our results against manual measurements collected by foresters
during field trials. Our experiments show strong segmentation
and tree trait estimation performance, underlining the potential
for automating forestry services. Results furthermore show
a superior performance compared to the popular baseline
methods used in this domain.

I. INTRODUCTION

Forests are vital for our ecosystems [10]. They support
critical processes like carbon sequestration and biodiversity
in the biosphere, while also providing resources for timber
industries and offering opportunities for human leisure in the
anthroposphere [10], [27]. Monitoring and documenting the
status of a forest are time-intensive tasks while the number of
forests is decreasing in most countries. Robots, however, can
perform extensive data collection in forests and may go in
the future as far as realizing automated maintenance and even
tree harvesting. Monitoring can yield precise information
on tree count, species distribution, essential geometric traits
like diameter at breast height (DBH), and more, constituting
a forest inventory [20]. Foresters can use such detailed
inventories to make accurate forecasts of stand growth,
plan harvesting strategies, optimize species rotation cycles,
and more, contributing to effective and sustainable foresting
practices [29].
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Fig. 1: Instance segmentation results on data collected with a mobile
robotics platform in a forest near Evo, Finland. On the left, we show
the ANYmal platform, which was used for data collection, and on
the right the segmentation results of our approach on the collected
data. Different colors of points indicate different instances.

Common sensor modalities for forest inventory include
terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) [19] and UAV laser scan-
ners [43]. TLS offers high resolution at the cost of limited
spatial coverage, while UAV laser scanners have lower
resolution but with larger coverage. Additionally, since UAV
flights are usually performed above-canopy, occlusions can
result in insufficient tree trunk detail. By using ground-
based robotic platforms and below-canopy UAV flights, both
problems of spatial coverage and trunk-canopy detail can
be addressed. Although their resolution might not match
TLS, they can still provide sufficient below-canopy detail
and extended spatial extent.

This paper focuses on the problem of using laser scanner
data collected with mobile robotic platforms to automate
forest inventory: to obtain forest stand tree count and per-tree
information like DBH. DBH, measured approximately 1.3 m
above ground, is considered the most crucial parameter in
forestry [20]. It is used in estimating forest biomass [23],
developing forest growth models and more [21]. Hence, we
developed our approach focusing first on DBH estimation.
Within this context, the challenge involves two key aspects.
Firstly, the instance segmentation of trees and secondly,



the subsequent modeling of these identified tree instances.
Existing methods to address them predominantly work with
modalities like airborne laser scanners [5] or TLS [6], [8],
[42] and usually take a geometric approach. While modern
deep-learning methods have seen good success in related
fields [25], [33] and have recently been explored in forestry
settings as well [9], [17], [26], they can suffer from problems
of out-of-distribution error, differences in sensor platforms
between training and testing, differences in forest structure
and species distribution, and more. The difficulty is further
compounded by the limited availability of open datasets, with
the one from Hannah et al. [43] being one of few easily
available datasets providing labeled terrestrial, aerial, and
UAV laser scanner data. To the best of our knowledge, no
labeled datasets from mobile laser scanning platforms are
currently available.

The main contribution of this paper is a geometric tree
instance segmentation and structural analysis pipeline for
forestry data collected from mobile laser scanning platforms.
Fig. 1 depicts an example of the type of data considered. Our
geometric approach avoids the need for extensive data label-
ing, as would be needed for modern deep-learning models.
With a limited number of parameters, our approach is simple
to tune. The proposed method performs well when evaluated
quantitatively for segmentation accuracy, DBH trait estima-
tion, and shows good qualitative performance on data col-
lected from varied sensor types. In sum, we make three key
claims: Our approach is able to (i) segment trees from mobile
laser scans of forest scenes with high segmentation accuracy
and no or minimal labeling effort, (ii) fit geometric primitives
to the data reliant on the results of the segmentation and
achieve high accuracy on tree trait estimation, (iii) show a
solid generalization performance across data from different
sensor types. These claims are backed up by the paper and
our experimental evaluation. The open-source implementa-
tion of our approach is available at: https://github.
com/PRBonn/forest_inventory_pipeline.

II. RELATED WORK

Building maps of the environment from sensor data re-
quires addressing the SLAM problem [11], [37] involving
several subtasks such as incremental pose estimation [40],
place recognition [41], loop closing [12], and optmiza-
tion [2], [32]. Using laser scanning to map and study forests
has been extensively studied [30], [44], with considerable
attention given to airborne laser scanner [5], [18], [34],
[38] and TLS data [1], [6], [8], [19], [20], [26], [42], [43].
Mobile laser scanning has only recently become a more
viable approach, usually in the form of handheld or UAV
platforms [3], [7], [22], [30]. For example, Proudman et
al. [30] showcase a SLAM pipeline to enable real-time map-
ping of forests while simultaneously giving foresters insight
into the captured tree structure. We aim to do similarly, to
segment trees automatically and analyze traits while working
with data collected from mobile robotic platforms, a first in
literature to the best of our knowledge.

A standard approach for segmentation of airborne laser
scanning data is that of Dalponte et al. [5] in which they
rasterize a canopy height model derived from a point cloud,
identify local maxima as treetops, and then use a region-
growing algorithm to delineate trees. Silva et al. [36] take
a similar approach while working with rasterized canopy
height models. However, the rasterization can introduce ap-
proximation errors that degrades segmentation performance.
In contrast, Li et al. [18] work directly on the point cloud,
starting from the highest points and using a spacing threshold
to iteratively assign points within a search radius to an
instance. Both methods have been implemented as part of
lidR [34], a popular package for airborne laser data analyses.
Similarly, various approaches have been developed for TLS
as well, but they critically rely on the high resolution of
TLS [6], [8] or require manual interventions [1].

Proudman et al. [30] uses standard Euclidean clustering of
locally aggregated mobile laser scans for an initial segmenta-
tion and a heuristics-based merge/discard scheme to find tree
instances. They estimate DBH via a RANSAC-based circle
fit. However, a more sophisticated segmentation approach
is necessary when working with complex forest scenes,
especially when thickly intertwining canopies exist. Circle
fitting for DBH estimation is also done by Heo et al. [13],
though they manually segment trees before their analysis.
Most related to our approach is the one by Donager et al. [7],
who also compare data collected from handheld platforms
against TLS and airborne lasers for forest inventory. They
show the potential of handheld sensors, reasoning that such
platforms overcome the problem of occlusion apparent in
TLS. From a slice of the point cloud around breast height,
they first identify tree stems by thresholding rasters of
geometric features and then clipping out regions. The DBH
is estimated by RANSAC cylinder fitting through these
points. The tree instances are then “grown” by converting
the point cloud into a proximity graph and assigning points
to identified stems based on the shortest path in this graph.
We take a different approach to segmentation, exploiting the
spatial density of points and similarly estimating DBH by
cylinder fitting. In contrast to their work, we use a wider
height range of points and refine cylinder fitting using a least-
squares scheme.

Data-driven techniques have been applied to tackle
forestry problems [9], [26], [35], [38], however, the limited
availability of labeled point cloud datasets is to the detriment
of such approaches. Only a few are openly available for
TLS [19], [43], and to the best of our knowledge, none
are available with data from mobile platforms. Krisanski et
al. [17] used a PointNet++ [31] model for semantic seg-
mentation trained on a mix of data from different sensor
types. In a follow-up work [16], they extend their approach to
calculate tree count and DBH estimates to be used for forest
inventory. Once an input point cloud has been semantically
segmented, they filter for stem-only points, cluster short
vertical slices using HDBSCAN [24], and by treating these
slices as cylinders estimate the radius using a RANSAC
circle fit. Stem instances are obtained by merging cylinders
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using geometric heuristics. They estimate the DBH by taking
a mean of the cylinder radii between 1.0 m and 1.6 m above
ground.

We propose in this paper a pipeline for geometric instance
segmentation and DBH estimation of trees from robotic mo-
bile laser scans, avoiding the need for extensive data labeling
as it would be needed for a data-driven learning approach.
We show improved performance on multiple baselines in our
segmentation accuracy and DBH estimation evaluations. In
conjunction with using mobile laser scans to cover large
swathes of forest regions, our proposed pipeline to build
forest inventories is a more affordable solution than manual
alternatives with human operators and TLS.

III. OUR APPROACH TO FOREST INVENTORY

Our pipeline is designed to work on raw aggregated point
clouds from LiDAR sensors and automate tree-level analysis
to produce an accurate forest inventory. We first focus on
the problems of tree instance segmentation and subsequently
DBH measurement.

A. Preprocessing

The terrain in forests shows significant variations in height
and contains substantial under-canopy vegetation. Our seg-
mentation approach considers no semantics and is aimed
solely at identifying trees. We preprocess an input point cloud
with the aim of filtering out the ground, bushes, and any
small near-ground structures. We first minimally denoise the
cloud and apply the cloth simulation algorithm proposed by
Zhang et al. [45] to compute a ground segmentation. Their
method inverts the z-axis of the point cloud P and simulates
the interaction of a rigid cloth covering the inverted ground
surface, extracting the set of ground points PG.

For points p = [px, py, pz]
⊤ ∈ P and pi ∈ PG, we

interpolate the ground elevation of a point h(p) as

h(p) =

∑
pi∈N w(p,pi)piz∑
pi∈N w(p,pi)

(1)

w(p,pi) = dxy(p,p
i)

−2
, (2)

where dxy(p,p
i) is the L2 norm over the x-y coordinates

of the points, which is also used to define the local neigh-
borhood N around a point p. We subtract h(p) from pz
of each point, producing an elevation or height normalized
point cloud. We then clip out points below 1 m in z-height
to remove undergrowth vegetation. An example result of the
ground segmentation and height normalization is given in
Fig. 2.

B. Tree Instance Segmentation

Following existing methods [1], [17], [30], we downsam-
ple the height-normalized cloud to remove duplicate points
and speed up the segmentation. The size of voxelization is a
parameter that can influence the upper bound of accuracy as
desired. However, we note that the accuracy of DBH estima-
tion typically falls within the range of 1 to 4 centimeters [20].

As the core of our segmentation approach, we apply
Quickshift++ [14], a modification of the original Quickshift

Fig. 2: Results of ground segmentation and height normalization
steps. In the top image, points in red denote identified ground points.
The ground segmentation is used to normalize the height, as shown
in the image below.

density-based clustering algorithm [39]. Following is a brief
summary of Quickshift++ while illustrating how we use it
in the context of our problem. For more details, we refer the
reader to the work by Jiang et al. [14].

Let rk(p) for a point p ∈ P be the distance of p to its
k-th nearest neighbor. For the true density f(p) of a point p,
the k-NN density estimate of it is defined as

fk(p) =
k

n v rk(p)
3 , (3)

where n is the number of points in P and v is the volume
of a unit ball in R3. In the first step, Quickshift++ aims
at identifying the modes of f(p) as cluster cores. These
modes represent regions of locally high density. We define
the mutual k-NN graph G(λ) for a density level λ with
vertices V and edges E as

V = {p ∈ P | fk(p) ≥ λ} (4)
E = {{pi,pj} | ∥pi − pj∥ ≤ min(rk(pi), rk(pj))}. (5)

The connected components of G(λ) approximate the
connected components of the λ-level sets of the true den-
sity f(p). If the λ-levels of G(λ) are scanned top-down,
every new distinct connected component that appears cor-
responds to a local maxima at approximately density level
λ. By then taking the corresponding connected components
instead in G((1−β)λ), with the (1−β) multiplicative factor
allowing for fluctuations in local density, we can identify
cluster cores as the regions surrounding local modes.

In our pipeline, we take a top-down approach to tree
segmentation. We first project the height-normalized cloud
onto the XY-plane, similarly to Nelson et al. [28]. We



Fig. 3: An image of one of the forest plots in Switzerland. April
tags are placed on individual trees to allow easy association of the
measured traits.

then identify the core sets, reasoning that the trunks should
primarily correspond to the densest regions. These cluster
core sets are unprojected back to their corresponding 3D
points. Subsequently, the remaining points are clustered via
the second step of Quickshift++ wherein each point is moved
closer to its nearest neighbor with the highest density fk(p)
until it reaches some cluster core. The two main parameters
of the approach are k for the k-th nearest neighbor and β
for the fluctuation in density allowed in a cluster.

C. Geometric Primitive Fitting

For each point to be assigned to an instance, we filter
out the points with a height between 1 m and 4 m. We then
fit a cylinder following a RANSAC scheme, where we first
sample five points and calculate the corresponding mean µ
and covariance matrix Σ. The mean defines the center of
the cylinder, the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue of Σ defines its axis a, and the square root of
the second-largest eigenvalue defines the radius r. We define
the error ep per point as

ep = ∥a× (p− µ)∥2 − r. (6)

We take as inliers the points for which the error is less
than 10% of the voxel size. Using this estimate as an initial
guess, we then refine it through a least-squares minimization
scheme. The DBH of a tree is then simply the diameter of the
estimated cylinder. While some approaches [13], [30] first
filter out points close to the nominal DBH height (1.3 m)
and then fit a circle to the points, we find from our ex-
periments (Sec. IV-C) a strong agreement with reference
measurements with this alternative approach as well.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The main focus of this work is a pipeline to support auto-
mated forest inventory using mobile robotic laser scanning
platforms. We present here our experiments showing the
capabilities of our method to segment trees and compute
the DBH for every tree. The results of our experiments as
presented below also support our key claims, which are: (i)

Fig. 4: The trajectory followed by the ANYmal robot during
data collection in the forest near Evo, Finland. The platform was
equipped with a Velodyne VLP-16.

strong performance in tree instance segmentation on mobile
laser scans of forests, (ii) strong estimation of tree DBH
through cylinder fitting, achieving high accuracy for forest
inventory, and (iii) solid qualitative performance across data
from varied sensor types with simple tuning.

A. Experimental Setup

We carried out field campaigns and collected extensive
data from forests near Stein am Rhein, Switzerland, and Evo,
Finland during March and May 2023 respectively under the
supervision of the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow,
and Landscape Research. LiDAR sensor rigs included a
Hesai Pandar XT-32, Leica’s BLK sensors, and the ANYmal
robotic platform mounted with a Velodyne VLP-16. We show
qualitative results on data from across these sensors and
forests and focus our quantitative evaluation on the data
collected from the Hesai sensor during the Switzerland cam-
paign. Before mapping or measuring the trees, we attached
April tags to the barks of the trees under study, noting the
tag ID alongside any tree traits measured. This allowed a
simplified association of the traits to laser scans by detecting
the tags from RGB cameras attached to the Hesai sensor,
giving a pose estimate of each tree in the map frame. With
our approach, we aimed to keep the need for manual labeling
of point cloud data, which is a tedious task, to as minimal as
possible. However, we did label point clouds from 5 forest
plots consisting of 143 individual tree instances, focusing on
labeling only the trees for which ground truth traits were
measured. Of this, we take a single forest plot with 13
labeled trees to optimize the parameters of our approach (two
parameters) and those of the baselines when feasible. This
plot is not included in testing, and we report the results in the
following sections from experiments on the other four forest
plots. We note that such an optimization step is completely
optional in normal usage, and necessary only for fine-tuning.



TABLE I: Evaluation of instance segmentation of different ap-
proaches comparing panoptic quality (PQ).

Method Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 3 Plot 4 Average

Silva et al. [36] 0.197 0.355 0.163 0.384 0.275
Dalponte et al. [5] 0.194 0.365 0.159 0.400 0.280

Li et al. [18] 0.390 0.485 0.341 0.535 0.437
Donager et al. [7] 0.612 0.561 0.330 0.485 0.497

Ours 0.761 0.722 0.489 0.781 0.688

B. Instance Segmentation

The first experiment evaluates the performance of our
instance segmentation approach. Its outcome supports the
claim that we can accurately delineate trees along with their
canopies into individual instances. We show comparisons
against the methods of Silva et al. [36], Dalponte et al. [5],
Li et al. [18], and Donager et al. [7]. The motivation
for these baselines is that, in part, they are state-of-the-
art methods, but also that their working implementation is
available open-source. We do not compare against the results
of Krisanski et al. [16] since their method does not perform
canopy separation. For the forest plots under study, DBH
measurements were collected only for a subset of trees in
each plot. We labeled only this subset of trees, resulting in a
dataset containing partially annotated point clouds. To then
evaluate the segmentation performance of the approaches, we
use the standard panoptic quality (PQ) metric [4], [15]. PQ
is given by

PQ =

∑
(p,g)∈TP IoU(p, g)

|TP|+ 1
2 |FP|+ 1

2 |FN|
(7)

where p, g represent the predicted and ground truth instance
labels, TP is the set of true positives, FP is the set of false
positives, FN is the set of false negatives, IoU is the inter-
section over union, and |S| represents the cardinality of the
set S. This metric measures how well are the points assigned
to their instances allowing us to evaluate the methods with
respect to the partial ground truth annotations.

Tab. I shows a quantitative comparison of our approach
against the baselines. We see that our approach outperforms
the baselines by a substantial margin. We show further
qualitative results of our approach in Sec. IV-D.

C. Tree Trait Estimation

The second experiment evaluates the tree trait estimation
and illustrates that our approach can estimate DBH to
produce an accurate forest inventory. We take the methods
of Donager et al. [7] and Krisanski et al. [16] as base-
lines for DBH estimation and report the root-mean-square
error (RMSE) values.

Tab. II presents a quantitative comparison of our approach
against the baselines. As we can see from the results, our
approach achieves around 11.8 cm RMSE in the DBH esti-
mation. While we do not perform on-par with the approach
of Krisanski et al. [16], their method exploits semantic
segmentation to include only the tree’s stem into each
instance, excluding any canopy or undergrowth vegetation.

TABLE II: Comparison of DBH estimation performance in
RMSE (m) of different algorithms.

Method Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 3 Plot 4 Average

Donager et al. [7] 2.988 2.721 2.963 - 2.890
Krisanksi et al. [16] 0.031 0.051 0.100 0.021 0.051

Ours 0.088 0.116 0.182 0.054 0.110

Our method, however, segments also the tree’s canopy along
with the stem into each instance. Moreover, since we do
not have semantic information, we potentially segment the
bushes and undergrowth vegetation along with the canopy.
To mitigate this, we clip the height-normalized point cloud
below 1 m as a pre-processing step to remove such vegetation
but we still found it insufficient in the forest plots that we
studied. Simply clipping more of the cloud also renders the
DBH estimation inefficient, as this is typically measured at
around 1.3 m. As a consequence, our cylinder fitting strategy
is not restricted to the stem, which degrades the performance
in terms of the DBH estimation. Notice, however, that the
gap in estimation accuracy is, on average, below 6 cm. The
other geometric method proposed by Donager et al. [7] fails
on this data with an average RMSE of 2.89 m. We exclude
the result for Plot 4 from the average and in Tab. II since,
in this case, Donager et al. [7] estimate an average DBH
of over 300 meters. This is due to many outliers in their
tree instance segmentation. We notice that, in general, the
rather low performance of Donager et al. [7] stems from their
instance segmentation method overestimating the number
of trees in each forest plot, highlighting the importance of
instance segmentation in forestry traits estimation.

D. Qualitative Performance of Our Approach

We show in Fig. 5 the result of our approach to cylinder
fitting on a forest plot in Evo, Finland. Furthermore, in Fig. 6,
we present the qualitative analysis of our pipeline showcasing
the robustness of our approach. Note that the data for these
experiments was collected from several sensors and from
different geographical locations, i.e., forests in Switzerland
and Finland.

In summary, our evaluation suggests that our method is
applicable for producing forest inventory from data collected
with mobile robotic platforms, providing accurate segmenta-
tion of trees and DBH estimation. The method is robust and
requires minimal effort to be adapted to a different sensor or
geographical region. Thus, we supported all our claims with
this experimental evaluation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel approach to instance
segmentation of forest scenes mapped using mobile laser
scanning platforms and subsequent estimation of per-tree
traits. Our approach has only a handful of parameters,
making it simple to tune and adapt. We implemented and
quantitatively evaluated our approach on data collected using
a mobile robotics sensor rig from a forest in Switzerland.
Furthermore, we showcase good qualitative performance on



Fig. 5: Qualitative results of our cylinder fitting approach. Cylinders
are shown in red. The point cloud has been cropped along its height
to allow clearer visualization.

data collected in an entirely different type of forest in Finland
and also on data from varied sensor setups. We provided
comparisons to other existing techniques and supported all
claims made in this paper. The experiments suggest that our
approach has the potential to vastly speed up the generation
of accurate inventory of wide expanses of forests, taking
advantage of the cost-effectiveness and flexibility of mobile
robotic platforms. Our approach outperforms popular exist-
ing baseline methods for tree instance segmentation. In future
work, we aim to introduce semantics in our pipeline to dis-
tinguish between canopy, stem and undergrowth vegetation
and further improve the DBH estimation.
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